


EQITVRIAL
The remaking of man is an idea which is becom-
ing daily more accredited among thinking men
and women.

The instability of the present civilization,
both in the large and in the small, is a sign
which is not pleasant to read. Its main sen-
tence is the enormous-discrepency between.what
man has aChieved with the stuffs of the world,
and what he has not even attempted upon the
stuffs of _his own being. In the one no tech-
nolOgical difficulty frustrates-the insatiable
desire for more and better achievement. In the
other he has not even inquired into the nature,
possibilities. substances and energies of his
own being.

He escapes from considering any technological
difficulty in himself with the skill of a pro-
fessional evader. He acts as tho these things
were not his concern. Whose are they?

It is the remaking of man, side by side with the
remaking of the stuffs of nature,which can keep
the balance on which security, happiness and
well-being depend. That balance is desperately
lacking at the present time. Will man restore
it by working upon himself? Why is it that he
shies away from making any changes upon J:rlmself'?

It is because men and women are devotedly at-
tached to their personalities. They resent the
thought of imperfections in themselves, even
while loudly acclaiming them to their friends.
These admissions are made in such a way that
they could not affect the beloved ego, - but
rather embellish it with striking characterist-
ics.

But there are principles which guide the remak-
ing of man~ and everyone attempting to remake
~imself~ should have professional expert aid,
Just as those who remake the objective world
naturally seek the best technological aid.

These principles are one of the three parts of
esoteric science (charted in a recent issue of
LIVING), for the progressive remaking of man is
the very object of the science of the soul.

Dr. Alexis Carrell gives a modern close-up of
one of the first steps in operation. nHe (man)
is both the marble and the SCUlptor. In order
to uncover his true visage. he must shatter his
own substance with heavy blows of' the hammer."

This shattering of his own substance is the
shattering of the personality, behind which is
the "true visage". The personality is a thing
of clay, formed to fit the earth and immediate
demands of the environment. It has attitudes
beliefs, habits, desires, emotions and method~
w~ich must be discarded. These are out of plumb
Wlth eternal and spiritual principles. and
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therefore civilization is threatened. In an-
swer to that threat every man, woman, and child
bas a part.

This principle of shattering the personality as
a basis for the remaking of man bas been recog-
nized in all great training schools of the world
as a primary step to drawing the hidden greater
man into action. Consider for example the
effeet of a three to five years of complete
silence! This five year period is generally
known to have been demanded by Pythagoras of
his trainees, but it was a general custom in
older days.

How effectively this would close up the behav-
ior of the personality! actually drying up the
channels of its habitual expression. The mask
would falloff from sheer dis-use. But that is
not all. For 'Under other stimuli, not so gen-
erally known, the buried visage would be aided
to emerge. It would be the visage of a being
who was related to eternity as well as to time,
- for this hidden self of Everyman is a much
travelled pilgrim, enroute on a mighty Journey.
He it is who shou1~ replace the man of clay.
And to release him actually, - not by affirma-
tion, nor by intellectual assertions, is the
first great work of any true training scnool.
This is the remaking of man, and in it all men
have a 'Oart.

PAClE5 FRVM THE SCH\JVL W'VRKSHVP

THE 1fJ.ASK OF THE PEIlSONA

Every student who haa done real work in the
Training Dept. presently makes the astonishing
discovery that his personality or "persona" is
a sort of cramping. limiting mask, behind which
lie untold powers and possibilities. As he
learns, first to loosen, then to remove this
"false front" through specia.1 techniques. some-
thing of the light and the joy of the release
shines out. This is what the trainee has tried
to portray.
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PRAXIS
C:::VNsc:::rvU5 SELF EXERt:.::15E

By M.Be:n~~nber9 MAyu

Juami. Translated from the Persian.

My 'God! 1~ God! Deliver us from the preoccupation of the insignificantt
Show us the realities of things as they arel
Withdraw from the eyes of our understanding, the veil of heedlessness,
and show us each thing as i~ is.
Let the phenomenal forms reflect the radiance of Thy Beauty,-
not be a cause of remoteness from Thee.
Grant us knowledge of Thee.

Last month this page presented some important
facts concerning the mind, that wonderful fac-
ulty whose perfect flowering spells the comple-
tion of human evolution.

This month that study will be continue~for the
training of mental powers is an .essential part
of the training of higher man and his transcen-
dental nature.

w~ persons think of mind-training as an in-
tellectual process, consisting chiefly of making
the mind acuter, and of strengthening the memory.
This is a grave error, for intellectuality and
memory are only a small portion of the mental
capac lties.

Suppose we begin to list some of the sub-
faculties of the mind instead of "lumping them
together" as is customary. This will also in-
crease your regard for the versatility of the
mind. Here are a few, - accompanied by a phrase
to indicate their charac~er. You should be able
to double my list quite readily.
observation ••••••••••••••••.•• an attentive power
reason ••••••••• a progressively clarifying power
insight •••.••••••••••••••••• a penetrative power
concentration .••..• an intensive focussing power
discrimination •••• power to evaluate differences
analysis •••••••••• a separating dissecting power
judgment ••p.to reach & maintain~ conclusions
theorizing •••power of sound orderly speculation
conception ••••••••••••• synthetic grasp of ideas
intelligence •••.••••••general illuminating power
intuition ••direct cognition of noetic realities
These are a few of the sub-faculties of the
mind. and in training all of them must be taken
into account. each according to its place in
the whole. lfark \vhich are your strongest and
your weakest sub-faculties, and pause to see
whether you understand the descriptive phrase.
That will be useful to~~rd later metaphysical
study. when energies become known, not by their
effect. but by the movement which they make.
All of these sub-faculties, with the exception
of the last on the list, are related to earthly
expression. They are used and needed in the
rr.aterialworld. Whereas the last, intuition,
is the only one here mentioned which isnatur-
ally oriented to higher realities. It is not

to be confused with "hunches': which are related
to persons and events in earth. It is a sub-
faculty adapted to relate man to noetic or
spiritual (not psychic)planes. The first vision
of Ezekial. parts of the Book of Revelations,
the experiences of Gautama under the Eo-tree,
which made him a:Buddha are examples of sus-
tained intuition. See what further e~ples
you can collect.
Patently there must be many other sub-faculties
of the mind which can relate the self to higher
realities. Is it not an indictment that no
others are generally known! Yet to pursue in
esoteric training the normal logical develop-
ment of the self, accelerating the speed of its
growth thru the practice of tested methods, this
is to ensure the unfolding of the higher sub-
faculties. When thousands turn their quest in
these directions. these higher powers of the
mind will become as well known as are now the
materially oriented sub-faoul ties. Nothing
keeps them esoteric but man himself!

IN TRAINING one of the constant threats is the
danger of succumbing again to life at the crowd
level. It is of this that the THm~ for March
warns, a passionate cry of an e~and sensi-
tive soul,warning against heedlessness. Memor-
ize it. Get its general flavor. Count the sen-
tences. Note the verbs: Deliver; ~; Withdra~
Let; Grant. Get their significance. then add
the object to each verb. Then realize how in-
timately each sentence applies to you, - for
these are dangers common to all seekers. Then
pray with a passionate intensity, even as Juami
did.
Do this every day. Increase your insight into
the way precious psychenergy is absorbed by
insignificant things. Free yourself, for your
soul's sake , - which is truly your self. Free
yourself from mere habits and empty conventions.
Never grow careless of your responsibilities,
but use discrimination as never before to lib-
erate life-energy for "the realities of th~
as they are". Be wise and seek knowledge 0 f
God. for it is as a writer whom I recently
quoted, has said:

"God is the supreme symbol in which
man expresses his destiny. If that
is confused, his li-fe is confused. It

Walter Lippman here speaks the truth.
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VN THE WAY
experience quite like that of work-

students who have shown themselves
undertake the discipline of se1f-

There is no
ing with
ready to
training.

In watching their progress one is impressed
first by the similarity of their problems even
though they may approach them thru widely dif-
fering temperaments. -One is impressed too by
the sincerity. hu..llility and earnestness with
which they take up the task of making changes
in themselves and their environment. Here are
people setting about the business of building a
stronger type of person - themselve.s - and do-
ing it; working with all sorts of handicaPS,
and overcoming them; learning to observe and
analyse and to hold themselves to the accom-
plishment of new standards of living and being.
How often they speak of a "new state" as of
something achieved, not something perceived,
yet apart from them.

The responsibility of the teacher concerned for
any part of their training is a dual one. First,
toward that which he teaches, that he present
it clearly and truthfUlly; and secondly toward
the growth and well-being of his students.

His own training has been long and arduous. Thr't~
practice under the wise guidance of his Leader
he has found convincing experience of its worth.
He remembers that at some time, however remote,
the questions of his students have been his,
whether they concern the great mystery by which
we are surrounded or the more immediate diffi-
culties of the self. He knows these questions
to be stages thru. which he would guide them.
Scarcely has he any choice. A profound Law at
the root of all growth requires such service
and his desire is at one with that law.

What then shall be the objectives for the first
year? What results mlzy"he expect?

First that each student shall learn to set up a
condition of cleanness, simplicity and quiet in
the self and to be able to draw on it at need.
It is expected that his vitality will increase
thru the maintenance of a harmond ous , rhythmic
condition in the body and the feeling life. He
will learn much about himself, and thus about
others, and will begin the control of thoughts
and feelings which have hi'therto surged without
order through consciousness. Gradually he will
come to recognize and direct his energies more
objectively, intelligently, forcefully. Thru t~e
practice of techniques which lead to extended
receptivity in many areas of his· being, flavors
and intimations of life beyond the sense world
will come to him increasingly.
He will experience something of the good fel-
lowship which comes from work carried on with
companions of like interests. And finally he
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IN TRAININ\J
will know that there are realities other than
those--wbich his senses report and that he may
be helped on his way to them if he chooses.

In succeeding years the poised and balanced
self becomes increasingly the means of new in-
s ight and means of concentrated integraiOO.po~r.

The following bits record cp~nges in the four-
fold self, on The Way - in Training.

13.o. Albis5 U

Changes in health and environment

I have never been so fit physics,lly. and I at-
tribute this to a better understanding of ob-
jective difficulties. I take them re a challenge
and they are a sort of game to me.
Wnat a healthy thing it is for me to do my ex-
ercises daily. It balances my day.

I am learning to recover quickly from the ef-
fects of tension and strain and to adjust and
control somewhat environmental difficulties.

1,lY body improved because my mind got hold of
the conditions which caused the physical upset
through emotional disappointments. The home
enviroPJnent is cillL~gingfor the better, and I
~1l getting cooperation there.

Strength and ability to endure such as I have
never had before.

Great strength, vitality and endurance though r
worked without let up during the season.

The body has receded to the background in im-
portance. It does its work fairly well, and
isn't neglected. yet is responsive to the de-
mands put upon it and less prone to protest.
I look forward to the period of quiet in Sub-
jective Exercise and am better able to maintain
this quiet in days of busyness.

The growth of positive feeling - and
zation of the self.

organi-

I have found a kindliness vnthin me that is
different from any I have sensed before. It w
a deep rooted thing, not a superficial attitude.

I have changed negative attitudes to positive
ones. From despair ~,dfFQstration to hope and
faith. The light buoyant feeling instead of the
heavy depression of the negative has helped me
grea.tly.
The significance is slowly dawning on me so
that I don't feel hurt by people so much.
Periods of depressions are less acute, as the
result of weeding ont difficulties. and trying
to curtail apprehension. I cling less to old
patterns and am mOre impersonal.



~~ emotions have been in an even state of well-
being, with occasional unrushes of vigor and
joy. And I have a new se~se of bein~ c~ntered
rather t:han scattered. '-
The results this year have been a greater even-
ness, mOre poise in business interviews na-
tience. with myself concerning what I wish ~to
accomplish. cheerfulness of heart (and a rounder
affection toward my fellow students, and great-
er devotion towar-d the work of the School and
our Director). Greater warmth and love toward
those at the School and tovvard people generally.
seeing them all with a new pair of eyes.
Gain in mental capacity, understanding

Things tend to fall into patterns, and with less
effort. Events are fitted into a larger picture
and are a part of it. I have acquired a certain
amount of solidarity in myself and a sense of
more power to be used in control. EVery day
thingS bring constant reminders of the pattern
I am trying to follow.

There is a gain in the quality and degree of
mental consciousness, clearer thinking and more
organization. A maintenance of higher and more
even tempo. Less striving and more being. Eas-
ier conditioning.

I have learned that while it requires effort to
externalize thought, it is well worth the strug-
gle, and also that there can be thought not
colored by feeling.

1W mind has been keen, alert, concentrated,
fertile, with memory blanks only when I over-
worked, so that I know my body can stand over-
work but not my mental health.

I am beginning to see into the essence of situ-
ations ~~d difficulties and have a surer ana-
lytical grasp of hidden correspondences in try-
ing to see realities.

There is progress in clearer planning and keen-
er foresight in simple things, and they are
more easily carried out.

I am just beginning to grasp the part the mind
plays in growth.

This year there is a growth in concentration
through discipline and hence a tidier condi-
tion in the household of the mind, and a new
ease in expression.

Assurance concerning larger realities, and the
significance of the work. Group responsibility

I have realized in a very vital way the reality
of forces and powers which exist outside man,
and I know I can establish relations with them
and draw from them. I know I must live my own
individual quest and at the same time learn to
harmonize vii th the group.

lW relationship with the Light is closer, and
at times of great need a consciousness of def-
inite help. followed by intense gratitude at
being found worthy of being helped. With this
a continued dedication of my~elf to the Ligh~
and a sustained state of faith and security in
the reality of things beyond.

I have actually experienced what is meant by
"Be ye renewed by the power of your mind". and
this is paired with the inner emotional secur-
ity which has brought me to an a.lrnostc ontinu-
ons state of mind-faith.

i'covements from the deeper areas of my being so
movdrig, I wept.

I have become more
on other planes.
awe when he begins
physical universe,
glimpse into other

aware of the reality of life
Just as one is filled with

to realize the extent of the
so did I react to rn~ first
areas of being.

There have been many moments of realization
that there is LaW' and Order and that the Larger
is immeasurable.

During MJ3],1' s lectures one senses vaster domains,
and these put everJthing in truer relationship,
and minimize the things of earth.

The work at the School has made me a true
Religionist, tolerant and sincere.

I know a gradually deepening awe and reverence
for the Larger, its tremendous importance for
living consciously, and my need to continue.

Pre-Training has strengthened my belief and un-
derstanding of the teaching that "I am a soul
in continuous life". And it has increased my
desire to work for experiential knowledge of
the soul.

Truth is a light held aloft. To the conscious-
ly evolving soul its rays are paths of glory to
be trod. To the one just awakened, a beckoning
hand.

Experience

tTy body WaS charged with energy and. with it
came a feeling of deep emotion and delight in I!\Y
work at the School. I even trembled physically
because of the power of the experience. Thru-
out, the term Enlightenment kept recurring to
me. I Teviewed past experiences and they seemed
trivial and easily soluble. This penetrating
experience lasted the rest of the day. I also
reviewed my relation with people and seemed to
possess a new insight into my own nature as well
as that of the people I contacted. The import-
ance of the work at the School thrilled me.
IVhen I spoke to people. I seemed to be a dif-
ferent person.
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TRAINING THE HIGHER FAC:ULTIE5 V'F MAN

The idea of developing faculties other than
those of the body and the practical mind is in-
triguing to most normal people. They know by
instinct, however vaguely, that they are more
than their physical organism and can have other
experience ~han that of the daily routine.
This is the real reason for the wide interest
in Dr. Rhine's experiments with ext.ra-sensory
perception at Duke University.
But investigating such faculties is not de-
veloping them. Dr. P~ine's subjects in the ex-
periments with telepathy and clairvoyance were
no more skilled at iDe end than at the beginning
~the series. Whether their scores were average
or high, they will never know, from these test-
ings at least, that they can markedly improve
their achievement by the adoption of certain
gisciplines -- techniques well known and suc-
cessfully practised in esoteric schools among
all great races and in every age. OUtstanding
examples are the secret Mysteries in Greece,the
Therapeuts, Essenes, and other Gnostic sects,
Yoga and Zen Buddhism in the East, the Fakirs
in India, and the Dervishes and SUfis among
the Mohammedans.
Sometimes the aim of the aspirant was greater
control of the body and the expansion of its
powers, as in extra-sensory perception. Some-
times it went beyond this, to the cultivation
of mystic and noetic experience. But always the
principle was well understood that, for the de-
velopment of the superser~ory faculties it was
necessary to subdue those belonging to the
physical organism, that is, the ordinary five
senses. The temporary quieting of the body, as
recommended by Dr. Rhine was hardly conSidered
enough for even the very first step.
It was everywhere recognized among schools of
this type that the higher faculties could be
educated quite as well as the lower, and that
they opened up far greater possibilities, and
had more permanent value for man, than those
with which he oriented himself to the material
world. It was therefore taken for granted that
students would undertake years of directed
effort toward this greater purpose.
So we read that the· Therapeuts, after their
day's work for the community, retired to the
simplest of shelters, ate the simplest of food,
and devoted hours in the morning and in the
evening to meditation. Every seventh day they
met in sacred assembly, to hear and ponder the
"meaning of the laws"as explained by the wisest
among them. "lightened and relieved of the
burden of the outward senses," as Philo de-
scribes them, they were far advanced in the
development of those higher faculties by which
alone man "can trace out truth in its own
council chamber."
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A similar training must have been pursued in
the Schools of the Prophets, tho few of the de-
tails remain to us. How else can we'iccount
for the seer$hip of an Elijah; the witnessing
of his transfiguration by an Elisha?

flhenthe subduing of the senses is undertaken
as an end in itself,as has sometimes been done,
itmay become merenegation and blind asceticism.
Such practices were not countenanced by the
more philosophic groups. (See article, "The:
New Training" in February issue.) To gradual~
minimize the domination of the senses and of
sense-knowledge; or rather, to honor these in
their place but use them only as far as th8.r
are contributive to a greater experience -- is
a very different matter indeed and far more
conducive to the valid growth of the tran-
scendental faculties.

A modern writer gives the following as pre-
requisites in the cultivation of the super-
sensory faculties:
A balanced, sane and stable, yet flexible

mentality.
A well-controlled emotional nature.
A healthy~ strong, and refined physical

body.
A sensitive and responsive brain.
An unfailing sense of humor.
The ability to relax both mind and body

at will.
The School of Applied Philosophy too sees these
as necessary and fosters them in its training.
EspeCially impprtant is the last; and it is not
won except by long practice. The material on
the Praxis page each month is a help in these
dire~tions •



RE5P\7N5E5
NEXT STEPS

b7 Philip G. H. Benz",nberg••,.Los Angeles, Cal.

For too many of us moderns, living haa become a
frenzied pursuit of will-o'-the-wisps. Without
the guidance of a fundamental purpose as moti-
vator of our actions, much of our energy is
spent fruitlessly. resulting in wear and tear
and in feeble achievement. As we chase hither
and yon after the goal of the moment. we become
dissatisfied and begin to wonder what life is
all about.
Yet did we but know it,each of us has the means
to set this wondering at rest. We may start
surely and actively in a life that will unfail-
ingly bring meaning and harmony into everything
we do.
It is through training conducted on philosophic
principles that we can find, in and through
ourselves,a fundamental purpose. Such training
leads to taking the "Next Steps" toward carry-
ing out that purpose in our living.
One great value earned in this process, lies in
the techniques which develop the ability to
make decisions in immediate problems, thru the
real use of mind and intelligence. Most dilem-
mas are usually handled in a very ·different way.
Recall yourself in a position where you were
obliged to make a decision. How did you react?
Did you bring the mind to work on it and try
techniques of planning and charting the factors
in it, or did your feelings.and prejudices rush
yOU into action, later justified with a dash of
rationalization?
Each IIl1lBtseek his own answer, - there is no
prescribed action for all, for the next step
forward can only be truly discovered and taken
by the individual himself.

The Trainee learns to look within to find the
factors that make his next step what it is.
This looking within is balanced by the gradual
acquisition of a wider perspective of life thru
study of eternal laws,which he comes to see are
at work thruout nature and in all human endeawr.
No little encouragement and much insight come
from working with other Trainees. discussing.
and finding new realizations in common. The
Trainee learns that one purpose of his training
is to help him live a full life in the woz-Ld.,
not confine his study to a class room, Soon he
begins to see new depth and richness in hi~
living,. Testing what he learns in his daily
activities, and thus finding unshakable ground
beneath his feet, he comes to know, thru experi-
ence, that these ~ext Steps" in.his immediate
life are also those required of the traveller
on the long journey.

FRVM READ.ERS
Is rhere a Meaning to Life?

A Response by
Mabel Greenidge, Virgin Islands

All humanity is seeking the answer to that deep
fundamental question. Some seek blindly and
unconsciously,. but there is something in the
human soul which refuses to believe that all of
life is encompassed in the span of three score
years and ten. Men know that mere physical
well-being is not enough. Whence springs the
yearning toward an unknown goal; the nostalgia
for a more ideal,more permanent1 more spiritual
existence? Whence but from the deeply rooted
conviction of Purpose spurring man on to ever
greater effort!

Consider the hidden potentialities in nature,
how they develop when worked upon by the mind
of man. In the grafting of a bud are seen al-
most limitless possibilities for development.
Is man, a creature endowed with mind and the
power of choice, less imbued with great pUrpose
than a tree with which his mind is for the
moment concerned?
It is logical, that as man works upon Nature to
unfold its potentialities, he should work also
on himself, if he would attain to the best of
which he is capable. He demands assurance that
it is worth while to do this work. Of what use
to strive if all ends in death?
Human efforts in the natural world are fre-
quently crowned with success, -- after long and
patient trial. Sometimes there seems to be no
result. Yet man is not discouraged,and he tries
repeatedly to solve the problems nature has set
bim. SUch patient determination must show him
that he could work likewise on his own nature.
The conviction that bis efforts will have last-
ing value, should also urge him on. For the
soul will not develop or yield up her poten-c

tialities without earnest effort.
Only as men go about ihebusiness of cultivating
their imperishable nature can they know experi-
entially that life has a profound meaning. They
will then do as does the purposeful traveler, -
consult the map and direct their course
accordingly.
HSeek and ye shall find" is an amazing truth,
and it is only as we seek that we shall find.
How then to seek, and flnd,the meaning of life?
The answer would be to seek those who ha~ al-
ready found - thru fearless living, tbru deep
searching the Wisdom teaching of the ages - who
are themselves developed souls.
The dormant potentialities must be awakened and
nurtured,and as they gradually unfold the grow-
ing soul will learn at first-hand the glorious
meaning of life.
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The second semester of the season
1957-58 opened on February 7th with new
enrollments in various courses. The
Principal change for the student body
as a whole was the advancement of the
former pre-trainee class (senior) to
the status of Junior Trainees.
Congratulations from the editorst
The semester is again divided into two
parts - the preparatory, in the first
half, and the more intensive in the
second. The courses in the first half
will be a valuable aid toward the
Director's course,on a major subject of
the curr-Lcul.um,beginning early in
April. Active work on the Project will
engage the Training Department until
that time, and will then be continued

APPLIE~ PHILVSVPHY
New YvrK. NV

under the closer supervision of Jtfrs. Mlzyer.

The first of the two short Friday series sched-
uled for the semester will be held the evenings
of March 4th and March lith. The subject will
be the Gilgamesh Saga, the great epic of old
Mesopotamia,which tells a timeless story of the
soul Is journey, and is as pertinent today as it
was four thousand years ago. These clas~es are
held at the Continental pre-dinner hour, at
6.15 p.m.. Supper and a symposium follow the
second.
The Guest Evening a few days before the opening
of the present semeater brought out many inter-
esting questions regarding Training,the subject
of the evening. The Director gave a most clar-
ifying talk, bringing out the immediate and
practical benefits as well as those of longer
range.

AIDS TO THE PRACTICE OF .APPLIEDPHILOSPHY
PUBLICATIONS by M. BENZEN13ERGMAYER

Orders may be sent to the School. with remittance.
A PRIMARY GLOSSARY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL TERMS

An outline of the metaphysical structure of man together with an ex-
planation of the principal terms used in the outline. 54p1'. 50¢

PRAYER
A suggestive study of the use
development of the mind.

of great prayers in the hygiene and
261'1'. 50¢'

Hl"VESTINGIN THE POWERS OF THE S01)"L
How to meet and overcome some of the dileli1Il!asand ehallenges of our
civilization. 121'1'. 10¢

CONSCIOUS LIVING TOWARD THE LIGHT
Daily counsel for high living. 41'1'. 25¢'

A PILGRn{JAGE INTO THE SELF
by MBM and some of her students, with A SEARCH FOR TEE HIGHER REAL-
ITIES, introduction by TimM ••• A description of: the process of'"mysti-
cal introversion" as practiced at the School of A~~lied Philosophy.

36pp.$1. 00THREE VERDICTS OliTEN CLASSIC QUESTIONS
Comparing the views of orthodox religion, science and Wisdom teaeh-
ings on ffUch fundamental questions as God, heaven, hell. the fall,
the goal of man, salVation, truth. lO¢

ARE THESE YOUR QUESTIONS
Informal answers to typical questions about life. lO¢

A T!;"I-lNI~UE TV

PRE ICE
lJl!;;S\7LVI;. QILEMMAS

I R R ITA 8 I LI TY

:+ j:
is simple. Ib ,VmpVf1l1f1r pDrhmust Og SVVI1 "'T<rawgrk ia'iitl5.-
5vm", '\If -the stefl'; t.l ken ..k -thE S ",h"" 1 ; n h..sn.l1l119 !'1Z.-svnAI p r<lbl"m.s.
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